
18. Diabetes
Diabetes is a serious condition you need treatment for. 

Up to one million people in the UK 
have diabetes without knowing it.
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People with learning disabilities are more 
likely to get diabetes than other people. 

There are two types of diabetes. Type 1 and type 2.

Being overweight, eating 
a poor diet and doing little 

exercise can make you more 
likely to get Type 2 diabetes.

Reviewed April 2021. Free to use for personal use and with people you support. 
This checklist can be downloaded from www.surreypb.org.uk



What is diabetes?
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Diabetes is when the amount of sugar in your blood is 
too high because your body cannot use it properly. 

People with diabetes check their blood 
sugar with a special machine.

People with diabetes need to do enough exercise 
and choose food that has less fat and sugar in it.

Type 1 diabetes People who get Type 1 diabetes usually get it 
before they are 40 years old.

It is treated with injections, a healthy diet 
and exercise.

Type 2 diabetes People who get Type 2 diabetes usually get it 
after they are 40 years old.

It is treated with a healthy diet, exercise 
and sometimes tablets too.
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things to check

If you have diabetes do you need more 
advice or support to stay healthy?1

If you have diabetes you need regular health checks. 

A diabetes health check every year at 
your doctor’s surgery.

An eye test every year at your optician 
instead of every two years.

Regular chiropody appointments to look 
after your feet.

You may also need support to eat healthy 
food and do enough exercise.
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things to check

Does anyone think you should talk 
to your doctor about diabetes?2

Signs of diabetes include:

Feeling very thirsty a lot Going for a wee a lot

Feeling very tired a lot Losing weight without trying

Blurred vision Cuts healing slowly

Another sign is getting a thrush infection (around the penis or vagina).

Go to see your doctor if you 
may have signs of diabetes.
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Useful websites

Diabetes UK 
The Diabetes UK website has advice and information on living with 
diabetes. 

www.diabetes.org.uk

Easy Health 
Easyhealth is run by an organisation called Generate Opportunities Ltd. 

There are videos and Easy Read leaflets about diabetes designed by many 
different organisations.

Look in the ‘Health videos’ and ‘Health Leaflets’ section.

www.easyhealth.org.uk
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Using this checklist

This checklist is a part of The Health Action Planning toolkit available 
from www.surreypb.org.uk
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Do you need to have 
a new eye test?

Do you need help 
with your glasses?

Has anyone noticed signs of a 
sight loss you don’t know about?

Do you need more support 
for the sight loss you have?
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If there are any concerns about your health it is important to talk to your doctor.

1. My Eyes and eyesight

Yes means action

Action needed

If the answer to any of the questions below
 is ‘yes’ a health action is needed. 
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Also record advice given by your doctor or other health professional

Use the ‘Top To Toe Health Checklist’ to help you answer these questions.

My name and address

Who helped me fill in my health action plan

Date first written: Dates when updated:

My Health action plan

Important information about my health

Please stick a photo 
of yourself here

Female version

Contains 
private and 
confidential
Information.

The Health Action Planning toolkit is free to use.

• There are 20 other checklists in the series covering a wide range of health issues.

• There is a Health Action Plan template for your checklist answers.

The Health Action Planning Toolkit was developed by Mike Leat from The Clear 
Communication People Ltd in partnership with Surrey & Borders Partnership NHS 
Foundation Trust health professionals and other health professionals in Surrey.

Special thanks to members of the Health Action Planning Group for their support 
and advice: Phil Boulter, Matthew Box, Kathryn Fisher, Maria Gainsford, Gemma 
Hare, Patrick Howarth, Denise Souter and Susann Stone

The development of this toolkit was 
made possible by initial funding from 

The Learning Disability Partnership 
Board in Surrey, and further funding from 

The South East Health Quality Forum.

The Clear Communication People Ltd 
also helped fund the development. 

The Health Action Planning Toolkit is intended as a aid to support people with learning disabilities to access the 
support and advice of qualified health professionals. The Clear Communication People Ltd take no responsibility 
for medical diagnosis, advice and treatment given in conjunction with the use of this checklist.
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